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PARROTLETS 
 
What are Parrotlets? 
 
Parrotlets are one of the smallest species of parrot in the world.  They are true parrots 
and very closely related to Amazon parrots.  Parrotlets are intelligent, affectionate, and 
have very comical personalities.  They can be taught tricks and many, especially males, 
learn to talk.  Males can be differentiated from females by the blue on their wings, 
backs, and heads.  Females are primarily green.  Parrotlets are long-lived and with 
proper care can live 20-30 years. 
 
Are there different kinds? 
 

There are three different species of parrotlets: 
 

• Pacifics or Celestials – are the most common and one of the most colorful.  
They are the most fearless and outgoing of the parrotlets.  They can sometimes 
have a stubborn streak but respond very quickly with training. 

• Green Rump Parrotlets – are very sweet and gentle but they can also be a bit 
timid and shy around new things. 

• Spectacled – are also very curious and personable and usually very good 
talkers. 

 
Are males or females better pets? 
 
Both males and females make wonderful pets, however, females are often more 
devoted to their owners.  In fact, females often will become “one person birds” if not 
handled by a variety of people when young.  Males will have a favorite person but 
usually go to anyone. 
 
Standards of Parrotlet Care 
 

1. Feed your parrotlet a healthy, varied daily diet including pellets (cockatiel), 
vegetables, beans, grains, fruits, seeds (cockatiel), and nuts. 

2. Clean water should always be available.  Change water at least once daily. 
3. Learn what foods should be avoided such as salt, sugar, chocolate, avocados, & 

alcohol. 
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4. Acquire the services of a veterinarian certified in or experienced with avian 
clients. 

5. A well-bird examination and annual check ups are highly recommended. 
6. Quarantine any new bird coming into your home for at least 10-14 days if another 

bird is already present. 
7. Have nails, beaks, and flight feathers trimmed when needed. 
8. Keep your parrotlet away from smoke, toxic plants, and fumes. 
9. Never leave parrotlets unsupervised with children or other pets. 
10. Never take parrotlets outside unless they are in a cage.  Even a parrotlet with 

clipped wings can still fly. 
11. Always transport your parrotlet in a cage that is securely fastened with a seatbelt. 
12. Provide a cage large enough to contain many toys and perches and ample room 

to exercise.  A recommended minimum is 18” wide x 18” deep x 24” high.  
Maximum bar spacing: ½”. 

13. Provide enrichment items and rotate them on a regular basis to alleviate 
boredom.  Also, check them often to make sure they are not damaged and are 
safe. 

14. Clean cage, perches, and toys regularly and change cage papers daily.  Food 
and water dishes should also be cleaned daily. 

 
WATER - Provide both a glass tube or ball waterer (for rodents) and a small dish on the 
bottom of the cage.  After you see him drinking from the tube regularly, you can remove 
the small dish. 
 
FOOD – If you change the diet, do it GRADUALLY.  The bird may not have learned to 
recognize different foods so be careful.  Young parrotlets have been known to starve to 
death because their diet was switched overnight and they did not eat the new food.  For 
the first week or so, place your bird’s food on the bottom of the cage in a paper plate or 
on a paper towel.  Provide seed and/or pellets in small, flat dishes on the bottom.  Also, 
be sure to give them as much millet as they want, especially in the first week.  Then, 
you can gradually reduce the amount to a single spray a few times a week.  After the 
bird is seen eating out of the dishes regularly, you can move the rest of its food to a 
small flat dish and then to the regular dish provided with the cage.  Avoid dishes with 
hoods on them; many parrotlets will not stick their heads inside and can starve to death. 
 
STRESS – Remember that your bird is a baby and it needs rest.  When you first bring it 
home, put it in its cage and let it get used to the new environment.  On the second day 
you can open the door and take it out for playtime.  After about an hour, return it to the 
cage.  It can then come out a few more times during the day.  Do not continually play 
with it for hour after hour while it is very young.  As your bird gets older, it can be taken 
out more often.  Your bird is used to cuddling up against its siblings at night.  Make sure 
the cage is placed in a warm area and cover it at night.  If the baby bird appears 
lethargic, quiet, weak, cold, or unable to perch, immediately place the bird’s cage on a 
heating pad or under a light covered with a towel and consult a veterinarian.   


